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Gains

N.

"Read

at

whim," poet and

dall Jarrell, a

SAM DARGAN

man who

craft's potential

critic

Ran-

believes in his

value for society, coun-

seled his audience.

Frans Reynders presented mime as a
form Friday night as well as dem-

onstrating his skill in a series of stories

ture entitled "Poets, Critics, and

without words.

ers" presented by Mr. Jarrell here on

sity's

April 25.

The last in the Univerconcert series, the program was
given in St. Luke's auditorium at 8:15
p.m.

After an opening sketch, Reynders
and informally told the history

briefly

mime

theatre, menlioning

started

val

whose school

some

strating

its

in Paris

part in

the Italian

plays,

by Etienne

Decrou;

he studied.

Illu-

of his points with the help

Reynders gave evidence
the wide range of individual initial
left to the mime.
Broad humor and obvious hints
make sure the audience would would
of

his art,

not be confused characterized the first
pantomime, which was entitled "Thi
Park Bench." The second, "The Blind
Man," which portrayed a rogue w
was begging while pretending to
blind, and the third, "The Marionetti

demanded

that the imagination of the
audience follow the mime. "The Marl

onette" in which
strings

puppet unties

a

and "comes

to life,"

hi

showed

skillful imitation of a marionette's

;

move.

A

controversial subject will be aired
May 4. Fulton Lewis
son of a famous American news
commentator, will present his shortened form of the film "Operation Aboli-

here tomorrow.
III,

The

tion,"

and place

film will be

to be

shown

at a

An

announced.

New Members
To Honor Council
To Be Elected
Honor Council

elections will be held

and gliding, alighting, and making
ether flight before settling down,

;wo years.
:

These were increasingly imaginative.
As encores, Reynders gave short
sketches on two themes suggested by
the audience,

"Dying."

.-:nd

"The Window Cleaner,"
These showed the mime's

and adaptability to impromptu performances, but could not be compared
the precision of his regular program.

skill

Many

opinion makes a strong
first

published.

readers today, instead of read-

lecture

lying on their

own

faculties to

make

a

Read- judgment, turn to the
critis for explanation. Thus separated from its read-

was sponsored

poetry

emotionby the Sopherim Club with support
al, and narrative qualities, and through
from the administration's Lecturessuperabundant criticism is becoming a
Concerts Committee.
dead language, like Latin.
Randall Jarrell, a native of Nashville,
Speaking further on the nature of
Tennessee, and graduate of Vanderbilt
criticism, Mr. Jarrell pointed out that
University, is now professor of English
no poem is merely simplified and exat the Woman's College of North Caroplained by it.
The critic, especially
lina.
He has been a poetry consultant
the poor critic, tries to impose his pet
at the Library of Congress,
His most
altitudes and preconceptions on the
recent volume of poetry, The Wovian
poem, and succeeds. "A poem is black
at the Washington Zoo, received the
to its white critics, and white to its
National Book Award for 1961.
black critics," he said.
In his lecture, Mr. Jarrell was mainly
To obtain full enjoyment of poetry,
concerned with the modern poet's poter the presentation is expected.
The sition in his society, and how it com- the reader must read for himself, with
film to be shown is a revised version of
pares with the position of poets of pre- an open mind, and read the poetry first,

omorrow,
ng.

Thursday,

May

Sophomores may vote

iior representatives,

who

ers,

is

losing

its living,

;ophomore

representative,

who

will

Junior representatives

Robert Baker
Dick Brush
Mike Cass

House Un-Amerthai
the
Reading at whim is what a reader
The film is pleasure which readers could get from who wishes to get the "full value" from
i

i

iean Activities Committee.

being shown to college students around
the country by Fulton Lewis III in an
effort

to

poetry

is

being diluted and adulterated

by poor criticism.

Although

it is

literature should do, Mr. Jarrell said in

tran-

prevent similar occurrences.

Lewis also edited as well as narrated

Last Student

the film.

The

The candidates

Abolition,"

of the

1961, in protest to the

riots

and demonstrations shown
place in and around

Forum Monday

The fourth and last Student Forum,
where the House Un- held jointly by college and seminary
American Activities Committee was students, will be held on Monday eveholding hearings in San Francisco. A
ning, May 8, at 7:30 in the Oratory in
number of people, one a college student,
St. Luke's Hall, according to Bob Dathe film took

the

will serve for

vious periods.

an official
Jarrell, both a critic and a poet, is in
Saying that poetry is alive only as
United States House of long as it gives the reader pleasure, an advantageous position to understand
Representatives, concerns the student Jarrell lamented that today not enough both the harmful and beneficial effects
rio's in San Francisco of May 12-14, people read for pleasure.
At the same of criticism on poetry.

in

two

Freshmen

serve for one year.

"Operation

in

4,

for

the controversial original.

document

oppor-

Union from 9 to 12 o'clock in the mc

vously resettling the wings.
The other numbers of the prog
were "The Cello Player," "Man at
Table," "The Surgeon," "Sampson and
the Lion," and "Game With the Hand.

when

impression

Lewis Plans Showing of
'Operation Abolition'

In a study of movements called "Thi
Reynders imitated the movements of the large bird looking down
from its perch, then taking off, flying

Eagle"

The

sient, the critic's

ing poetry for their enjoyment and re-

This idea on reading came in a lec-

art

Greek and Roman

No. 1,322

In Speech by Jarrell

Favor Here

of

S.

Plight of Poetry Cited

Audience's
By

of the South

1961

3,

yy a

building

had been subpeonaed by the committee
to be examined on their Communist ac-

Named

vis,

senior at St. Luke's and organizer

of the forum.

This forum will feature a 30-minute
tape recording made by a mental pa-

"The CommunislLed Riots Against the House Committee on Un-American Activities in San
officially

group of seminarians for the
more communi-

se of establishing

between students
ind

at

the college

i

Beginning with a trial meeting to
talk about the idea with those who
were interested, the forums have continued with two other meetings.

The

first of these was a discussion on the
findings of a race prejudice poll taken
one of Tennessee's veteran's
by a seminarian, while at the other, a
hospitals.
In it he makes a self evaluFrancisco. May 12-14, 1960," the original
leader in the Alcoholics Anonymous of
ation and tells, step by step, the process
film was made from movies taken by
Winchester answered questions after
through which he passed from normalnews reporters on the scene.
giving a talk.
Some minor points of fact are said cy to emotional instability.
The Oratory, where the forum will
A critique on the recording will be be held, is located on the ground floor
to be distorted by the editing of the
original film, but the factual validity of held following the presentation.
of St. Luke's at the end near Hoffman
the photography is not in question.
The Student Forums were started this

Howie Cockrill
John Douglas
Ed Hateh
Hank Haynes
Jim Hildreth
Harwood Koppel

to

Andrew Mesterhazy

tient

in

Steve Moorehead

Gayle Chosen
For Exchange
Gedge Gayle has been named by the
faculty of the School of

from Lake Charles, La., will attend the
College of the Scottish

Theological

Church

and

Edinburgh

in

is

the

first

Sewanee student

to ac-

tually take part in this full scholarship

program, although he

is

Gayle

is

i

this

Scottish parish priest, after visit-

Sewanee three years
program with the

ago, instituted

intention

of

broadening each participant's concept of
'he Anglican Communion's work. Under

this

plan,

Sewanee

each

chooses an outstanding student to

Charles Tisdale

Allen Wallace

)

President of the

to the

resent the School of Theology; at the

fraternity's

Lambda Chi
18, in

first

Secretary.
Elkins, a junior

is

a

member

of the

rder of Gownsmen, Der Deutsche Ve!he host of this student during his aca- rein, and the English Speaking Union.
»f
the Confederacy, Sophomore
demic year.
Noble, a junior, is on the Cap and
for the most outstanding sophoRev. George M. Alexander, Dean cf Gown Staff, a member of the Order of
the School of Theology, is Sewanee's Gownsmen, the English Speaking Un- more cadet of 1960-61, was awarded to
Cadet
Master
Sergeant Allen Langston,
Guild.
Acolytes'
co-ordinator of this program.
Under ion, and the
its auspices, Sewanee is presently host
Clark is a member of Le Cercle Fran- Jr.
'o George Warner, the son of the Bishcois, the Forestry Club, the University
Q l> of Edinburgh.
Choir, and the Waiter's Guild.
;i

I.

the

Sophomore

Cadet First Lieutenant

Grover Emilc

Jackson (Junior Gold Medal), Cadet
Technical Sergeant James Markam Sig-

(Sophomore Silver Medal). Cadet
Airman Second Class Walter Lufenda
Cowart (Freshman Silver Medal).
The Convair Cadet Award, a scale
model of the 4-106A supersonic allweather jet interceptor to a junior caler

det selected for further studies leading

and Freshmen Silver Medals, for out- to flight training based on outstanding
standing and exemplary contributions interest in flying was awarded to Cadet
of service to the University, the Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Darwin Dennis TerCorps and the AFROTC Program were ry (1959 Award) and Cadet Second
awarded to: Cadet Major Warren Fred- Lieutenant Daniel Farrington Tatuni,
Gold Medal), Jr. (1960 Award).

to

ter Scott

Officers

Alpha Colony on Tuesday. April
the

of Air Science Medal
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel WalWelch, III for the most outril
itic
sof s
the
AFROTC Program and the Cadet Corps.
The Brigadier General L. Kemper Williams Senior Medal for the most outstanding senior cadet of 1960-61, based
on scholarship and continuously demonstrated leadership, was awarded to Cadet Colonel Randolph Parker.
The Air Force Association ROTC
Medal for the most outstanding junior
cadet of 19600-61, went to Cadet First
enant Joseph Bernard Haynes. The
Kirby-Smith Chapter, United Daught-

went

Elects

James A. Elkins was elected
office of

Awards Ceremony

nior Gold Medals and

The Professor

LCA
New

annual election.
year Other officers elected were William Norep- ble, Vice-President; and Ross C. Clark,

same time, the Scottish School selects
worthy student. Each school becomes

AFROTC

AFROTC Detachment 795 of the Cadet Airman Third Class Bertram
United States Air Force, located at The Gresh Lattimore, Jr. The Guerry ScholUniversity of the South, held its an- arship Award, for having achieved the
nual Parade Review and Awards Cere- highest individual academic
average
mony Thursday, April 27. The Group
among the AFROTC cadets during the
formed in the Juhan Gymnasium Parkpreceding semesters, was awarded to
ing Lot and marched to Harris Stadium
Cadet
Colonel Randolph Parker.
where the event was to be held. Upon
The Chicago Tribune Senior and Juregrouping the awards were presented.

M. L. Agnew
John Bondurant
Rick Mclver
Bud Roeder
Al Schmutzer

a

l'-tterman on the Sewanee Swimming
Team, a member of Blue Ribbon, and
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fra-

A

In

Wray

Taylor

the second per-

son chosen to participate.

ing

Eleven Cadets Recieve Awards

Summers

Robert Weston

Scott Taylor

complete his Middler year there.

He

Jerry

Phil White

Theology as the

1961-62 exchange student to Scotland.
Gayle, a 22-year old Tulane graduate

Episcopal

Mike Stow

|

:

—

To the

Editorial:
The

atmosphere of Sewanee

political

1930's

college

the

in

News and

.

of this era almost universally adopted the revo-

New Deal and the libThe Purple announced in 1932
unanimousAgain in
ly endorsed Roosevelt over Hoover.
J936 Roosevelt and his liberal policies won enlutionary approach of the
altitude.

eral

mock

eralism was the vogue of the day and the nation's
its

are not familiar with this issue, the facts are
these: In February, 1959, the Tennessee legis-

fashionable bandwagon.

The students who went

of perti-

The faculty, however, can only recommend, and the Board of Regents ruled to award
him one this year. Much has been said about
his being opposed by the faculty because of his
political views or because of his stand concernin the Highlander Folk School.
For those who

from the student body. Lib-

thusiastic support

number

jected.

election the students

students were riding

Courier, there are a

nent facts that have not been brought out and
that many persons connected with the University are not aware of.
Mr. Waring's name has
been submitted to the faculty for a degree several times and each time has been decisively re-

was similar to that of most of the other
campuses of the nation. The students

that in a

Editor:

With regard to the awardng of an honorary
degree to Tom Waring, editor of the Charleston

to college in the 1930's

lature ordered an investigation of alleged

com-

munistic activities

at the Highlander Folk School
Before the legislative committee met, a group of

They were dominated by a desire to
They were eager for knowledge,

the day.

be fashionable.

Today's student

too eager.

He

government.

is

sity faculty

ber,

School),

FfEAL L yNOW,EO-

DONT you THINK
YOURE CARRyiNB- THIS WMOIE

Also the conserva-

viction than with fashion.

no longer classed as out of date but as
Although today's student is eager
for knowledge, he has learned to weigh and consider all which is presented to him. He measures
tive

is

THlMo TUST

progressive.

A

LITTLE TOO

of the state declaring their convic-

tion

FM»?

There

much

is

better informed than they

They

"liberal"

were a generation ago.

approach has not solved

ed that the
such problems as unemployment, housing,

and the

The new generation

like.

is

diets,

saying:

Dad

'These are the same old problems that

we

500 million dollars and

kind of troubles.'"
of

Economics

still

have the same

Dr. F. A. Hayek, Professor

Chicago says

at the University of

probably

is

job. there

up-keep

job.

which

and

paper are positively an

of a revival of active debate."

Today the political outlook on the campus is
changing. The conservative margin in campus
thought is growing rapidly. Nbton, who
the right of Kennedy, took close to ninety
percent of the mock elections held on various
college campuses.
Sewanee is no exception to

the general trend. Nixon polled more than twothirds of the votes in each of the Purple's mock
elections. Conservative youth organizations like

Freedom are taking

tion,

on the campuses. This organizawhich was founded only two years ago,

now

has nearly

active roles

thirty

thousand

The

l

will affect

dues-paying

college students.

much more than

sations in the snack bar.

the

the political conver-

When

these students

reach the voting age, obviously they will have an
impact on the political scene. If they are particularly tactful

come

and persuasive the change

eliminated.

seems

It

that,

along with the assumption that

will

need. Those high-school dispensers in

Walsh

try to ration out three or four squares of
insult.

Before our minds are completely inverted,
don't they concrete over those
i

the

little

why

fossel-iike

i

marked

the concrete slabs

"up," "down,"

"out" and put them in positions which will

and
com-

Editor:

South Carolina, from conservative segregationI

would Ike

Although I do not agree with
some of his views, I have a lot of respect for
him for standing up and saying that he believes
what he professes. We find too many men today
who are running around frantically grabbing at
ideas for the sake of having something to de-

help them to gain experience and to earn need-

But now, he said, he was subject to
commerce regulations and if he hired
us he would have to pay us the same wage he
paid his regular skilled workers, something he
ed money.

words

son's

will ever

that person believes

them

big

theme

of President

Kennedy's campaign

these people truly want employment

we sym-

we

find our-

pathize with them, especially since
selves in the

same

position in the

But Mr. Kennedy

desire

problem.

If

to

alleviate

Kennedy's 25

the

that they

themselves Christians" are not strong enough
to stand up and fight for what they believe.

told

We

certain now.

It is

with a

shall be blessed

jail in the new Guerry Building.
After
year of non-use, I wonder what
lucky professor will have the honor of an office
with bars on the windows.

gothic

beliefs, and philosophies and
they honestly and earnestly believe in

them. If so, I hope they will defend them with
the same strength of will as Mr. Reynolds has

the second

Finally,

ten men,

it

all

gownsmen,

.

are not

make

gownsmen.

Also,

(Art.

.".

.

to

work

couldn't the D. C.

Dear

Sir:

r

for a little less than

we sought at home was on the
a local newspaper. We would have been

position

But

seems that the right to work for what we
will is not one of the freedoms allowed us by
our government in these days of domination
(domin us— master) by liberalism (liber— free).
it

Are experience, competence, and other individual determinants no longer valid? Are wages
to

be regulated for

all

regardless of individuality

by a government thousands of miles away?

Some weeeks ago in the Purple there appeared some apparently justifiable criticism of the
management

policies at Claramont Restaurant.
Rather than let the observation "The evil that
men do lives after them; the good is oft interred
." be true of Miss Clara, I
with their bones
would like to thank Miss Clara publicly for the
graceful and generous way in which she organized the Sopherim banquet for Randall Jarrell last week.
Amid confusion and last minute changes Miss
Clara remained cheerful and thoughtful; and,
indeed, her competence added much to Sopherim
morale. The banquet itself could not have been
executed more deftly at the finest restaurant in
a large city. Thank you, Miss Clara.
.

Norval Yerger

John Stuart

.

Norval Yerger

rank Hansberger
Bill Byrnes
... Sam Dargan
Teddy Stickney

"hungry"

really

we

want

to be

whom

of

are

intelligent,

the line' with respect

to

Do we want to
we? Do we

free to say openly what

really believe, or

would we rather

be

what is permissible to say? Do we want
our sons educated in an environment in
which they are allowed to hear only a 'party
line,' or do we want them among people who
are free to think

and speak for themselves."
have been made

accusations

this,

opposed Waring for his political
views and his stand on Highlander. But the
first time they voted against him was before the
Highlander episode and his rejection could not

Sports Editor
Assistant

Sports Editor

Proof and Copy Editor

Photographer
Writers

Roger Blough. the Chairman of the Board of
United States Steel, have both been given degrees. One would hardly call either of these men
liberals.
Besides, any one familiar with the
Sewanee faculty knows that it contains a number of very conservative men. Waring is opposed because he represents the type of journalism of which the preceding excerpts are typical examples.

In March, 1959, Waring came to Sewanee and
spent several days gathering information for a
series of articles

on Highlander and the

attitudes

of the residents of this area of

Tennessee toward
His findings were published in a series of
articles, the last accompanied by an editorial.
One article was devoted to the opinions
it.

five

Sewanee residents. In this he violated the
most important rule of a good reporter he consulted only one of the fifteen men who had
signed the letter, these men who had been to
Highlander and who had first-hand information
about it. To this man's statement he devoted a
of

—

The

article almost

in its entirety

result of interviews with two Sewanee
recognizable if one is familiar
with Sewanee, who were known to be "suspicious" of Highlander, though neither one of them
had ever been there and must, of necessity, have
based their comments on rumor and hearsayHere, as often, Waring's journalism reflects his
unwillingness to examine and express more than
one side of the picture.
residents, easily

M. L. Acnew
Walter Cowart
Charles Donnelly

Paul Newcomb
Nick Roberts, Ed Gross

Waring's editorials and articles and Dr. McCrady's letter are a matter of public record
available to anyone

published by the students of the University of the South, Sewanee,
Tennessee, every Wednesday except during exis

group

a

was the

unemployment

The Sewanee Purple

'toe

of

and

live in a free country, or don't

single line.

Sewanee Purple

we wonder

million

must

tell

many

devout

ultra-conservatives have been given honorary degrees with faculty acceptance. Archibald Rutledge, the South Carolina poet, and

two members who

a point of trying to determine the

both

Many

Sec. 2

6,

in a

by the Ad-

possibly have had anything to do with it. Nor
can it be validly claimed that he is opposed because he is a segregationist and a conservative.

seems that the D. C, "consisting of

of Constitution of O. G.) has

demand

replied to Waring:

policy or be fired.

official

that the faculty

if

McCrady

you would have me

mind and will stand up and defend them
on that ground. To defend an idea you do not
believe in is a waste of time and a sign of a
weak character. Christianity, for example, suffers today because those who "profess and call

summer.

people are as hungry as he says, perhaps they

.

Because of

whether these laws are consistent with Mr. Kennedy's

.

undoubtedly

as his

also does a lot of talking

clause of the constitution,

".

to

letter distributed

highly educated men,

see

about the need to raise lawful minimum wages.
Apart from the question of the legality of such
laws being read into the omnipotent interstate

commerce

mimeographed

ministration, Dr.

in his heart as well

could not afford to do.

A

in a

Vice-Chancellor that these thirteen
fired.
This is no secret

members be

faculty

The only way a permean anything is when

interstate

speeches and later speeches has been the number of unemployed persons in the country. If

Waring even went so far as
letter to the

clare their "philosophy."

.

to

ists as well as others, opposing Waring's being
given an honorary degree than from any other

week's Purple.

uate their ideas,

happy to work there for little or nothing in order to gain experience and discipline in writing.

summer

opportunity to con-

to take this

gratulate Mr. Reynolds on his fine letter in last

keeping our traditions if below the "out" were
chipped "in," below the "up," "down,' etc.

The

school and college students in the

letter

Therefore I have a great deal of respect for
Mr. Reynolds and his statement of belief, and
I hope that other men on this campus will eval-

staff of

While at home over the Easter holiday, we
went to a local businessman and inquired about
a summer job in his office. The man told us that
he was sorry he could not afford to hire us. He
said that in the past he had hired several high

to the defense of the

academic freedom
Waring answered the Bishwith this remark: "We hope that
academic freedom is not helping to spread a
pinkish glow from Monteagle that will outshine
Sewanee's white light." This and similar implicatory statements over the years are undoubtedly the cause of more letters being written from
op's

ply with the ruling of the O.G. concerning the
use of said turrets. Possibly we could alleviate
the confusion of new freshmen and visitors while

would be willing
$1.25 an hour.

Editorial:

we should be
how much toilet paper

are gentlemen and scholars,

given credit for knowing

rapidly and effectively.

Lacy Hunt

of

ever been put on the door hinges.
Mainly, my professors might not notice my coming in late if those screaming door hinges were

political
is to

my

dollars spent in renovating Walsh, not one drop

resurgence in the colleges and
interest in political and international questions,

all

the

irritating.

would bet that with the thousands

I

we

members,

downright

oiling every door in Walsh, but that is not

we

for

Joseph Trimble

have seriously considered buying a 50 cen'
of oil and spending one half hour some night

I

can

resurgence of conservatism on American college
campuses is really only one phase of a general
universities of

its

of the professors.

of revenge?

his

They range from mere-

of this place.

ly slightly inconvenient to

of oil has

Young Americans

a gen-

difficult for

man to get inspired over
seem to be many shortcomings in

came

ly

technicalities as a joke or e
it

maintenance

"They have learned that the social evils
that were attempted to be corrected have created far worse problems than the original social evils." Dean Francis E. Mineka of Cornell
University adds the following: "The apparent
this:

the

some who turn people

of

Realizing that
eral

had.'

and: 'Here we've spent 30 years and probably

in

Highlander Folk School apparently has succeeded in brainwashing some of the Sewanee faculty." Bishop Carruthers of South Carolina, the
Chancellor of the University at the time, quick-

Letters to the Editor

have more time and inclination to

also

think about political matters and have conclud-

of

stand.

comments

which the Living Church referred to as "wrathful."
It voiced such scathing rebukes as "the

this

way: "Because of television, radio, news magazines and newspapers, young people are much

Highlander was unjustly accused

criticism of these professors, carrying

material to support these ideas.
it

that

Communism because of its pro-integration
The News and Courier was vociferous

ideals with practicality.

Senator Barry Goldwoler of Arizona puis

residents of Sewanee (thirteen Univermembers, one retired faculty memand one faculty member of Saint Andrew's
alt of whom had been to Highlander
isions, sent an open letter to

fifteen

informed

well

is

and
more concerned with con-

substantial picture of society

Thus he has a

amination and vacation periods. Subscriptions
are $3.00 per school year. Second-class postage
paid at Sewanee, Tennessee.

to read them.

who wants

They speak

to take the time

for themselves.

Evans E. Harrell

Tiger Sports

Nowlin -Yates

Southwestern, Bethel Each Beaten
Twice By Nowlin, Tiger Nine

By M.

L.

to the

Mountain Tuesday

Majors' squad stopped
the second

game

tending

Coach Majors

had the Lynx batunder control from the beginning.
He pitched a tight four-hitter and was
given hitting support by left fielder
Larry Chandler. Chandler hit a double and a single, driving in the winning
run with a double in the fifth. The final score of the first game was Sewanee 3. Southwestern 2.

ing his third start,
lers

In this

game

Tigers

won

for the Tigers.

the second

game

Th

4-2.

Nowlin struck out two and walked
(wo as he squared his seeason record
Yates fanned one and walked
at 1-1.
one in posting his second win against
two losses. The double victory raised
:ord(

the

Larry

VarneU's

batting

and

Dick

Nowlin's pitching led Sewanee's b;
ball team to an 8-1 victory over Bethel

Track Team Under Bonar,
Barr Attend J wo Meets

all

sports

varsity

in

receive

reward from our support

practical

The two
game with
inning

KA

defeat the KA's. The KA's were hurt
by this game in another way. Carlos
Bussche, one of the leading pitchers in
ie league, was hurt and the KA's had
a play the Independents without his
ervices. What could have been a good

KS

last

;ame was an easy victory for the Inependents. The Betas defeated the

LCA's and the faculty before falling to
the Delts. The Kappa Sigs were taken
by the fast moving Phi Gams to
The
new
record
here.
the
school
put them in the middle of the race for
ff
the
Moore
steps
up
As Coach Horace
iecond place. As the standings clearly
iiile relay record of 3 minutes, 27 secvorkout pace of our tracksters, the 19G1
rack squad begins to roll. The cinder- onds was set by David Barr, Frank de- show the big question is who will take
,d and third place.
nen were edged out of their first three iaix, Vic Stanton, and Hank Bonar.

ibyi

close

ligh point

man

for the Tigers

was co-

Coaches Moore and Carter realized
aptain David Barr, who took a third
need for better organization and place in the 100-yard dash, second place
Hank Bonar and David Barr were in the 220, and ran on the recordelected captain and co-captain, respec- breaking mile relay team.
fanned
10
three
hits
and
allowed only
tively.
Now the Tiger began to growl.
This past weekend the Tiger track
men. The following Saturday the TiThe cindermen travelled to Birmingteam went to Richmond, Kentucky, for
mers downed Bethel again to the tune
ham last weekend to run in the Howard
a meet with Eastern Kentucky State
of 6-5 behind Rod Yates' pitching arm.
Invitational Track Meet, one of the largCollege.
The more experienced Kenest meets on the squad schedule. There
tucky team won 97-46, but four Sewawere some seven schools participating.
nee men won first places.
Although Sewanee placed fourth, its
Christy Hopkins won first place in th
cindermen broke two records. Sewanee
when M. L. javelin throw and David Barr in th<
Mile South of Monteagle smashed the first record
1
Agnew and Reed
Agnew hurled the discus 137 feet 3 3/i 220-yard dash. M. L.
won the discus and high jump
Finlay
Never Close
by six
the

TAYLOR'S
TRUCK STOP
We

participants

Unbeaten To Date

.

College here on April 28.

Varnell smashed a triple with two
men on in the third inning. Nowlin

ing staff

their only

ie

not only displayed good clutch hitting

but has also earned one vie

season

left field

)rd.

aders met in a thrilling
Phi Gams using a big

the

run double in the first inning proved to
be the deciding margin. Summers has

on the mound

the

and a one-man pitch-

field

Although most of our time is claimed
by studies, we should try to visit the
alhletic fields more often.
Sewanee's

This past week was for

power was furnished by second
baseman Jerry Summers, whose two

tory

when

dim

seemed

and center

at

irposes the deciding week.

hitting

this year,

tournament

ie

opened, with inexperience in

This weekend the tennis team will
nter the T.I.A.C. tournament to be
ield at Sewanee. Led by Phil George,
he netters have compiled an 11-3 rec-

PGD

Another freshman, Rod Yates, earned
credit for the second win by hulling a
four-hitter.

T.I.A.C.

season by at-

(Jackie Munal). But Coach
Majors has produced a winner. The
highlight of the year has been the dounvitational play as well. The team has ble header sweep from previously unio seniors, so prospects for next year
beaten Southwestern. The Tigers have
,re bright.
one more home game.

had given position of starting pitcher to
freshman Dickie Nowlin. Nowlin, mak-

second

the

fine

Chattanooga Friday and Saturday. The
Tigers have not only won most of their
dual matches, but have placed high in

con-

Coach

them and took

as well.

Play Ball!" The chances of the Tiger

program

athletic

linksmen climaxed a

Lynx

to

tinue their unbeaten string, but

Edit

AGNEW

soon be finished for the year. The

will

Chandler Stars
came

Agnew

L.

Tiger Talk
Sewanee's varsity

The highly-rated Southwestern

M.

inches, bettering the old record
feet

%

inch.

individual

This was Sewanee's only

first

place.

Sewanee not only won the mile

r

but broke the old record (held by
Howard and clipped a second

Illih pi'inlrl

PDT
DTD
ATO
SAE
SN

....

Theologs
Faculty

Do

3

.000

4

.000

4

1

LCA

.200

7

not count in

.000

official

standings

Golf:

IM'

The Sewanee golf team finished the
regular season play by defeating David
Intramural golf and tennis have both Lipscomb College in Nashville Monday.
begun since the last issue. Tennis be- This gave the linksters a 7-5 record.
gan Friday, April 28, and golf started Team members are Rufus Wallingford,
Monday, May 1. Both will end in the Tom Wise, Ted Stirling, Jake Ingram,
middle of May.
Jim B. Weimer, and T. L. Collins.
fraternities ofTer strong
This weekend the Tiger golfers went
However, the Phi Delts to Chattanooga to play in the T.IA.C.
be overpowering. Their
tournament. Sewanee finished a close
frosh netmen, Bill Weaver and Mike third of seven teams participating.
Flachman, should coast to ea
Next weekend the team will go to
Last
ies in both singles and doubles.
Athens, Georgia, where they will play
year's champs, ATO, and runner-up SN in the Southern Intercollegiate Golf
trouble,
the
Phis
some
could give
Tournament. This is probably the secIntramural golf should offer
ond best college tournament in the
matches. Had the Ph nation. Though the team may not

Most of the

tennis teams.

seem

to

Delts not lost Jake Ingram to the varthey would be picked to takt
golf as well as tennis.
loss.

KS, KA,

PGD

and

Because

SAE

of this

will pro-

vide the Phis with strong competition

fare too well against the golf giants of

the South, there

is

a strong possibility

for individual honors.

Last year's win-

ning team was L. S. U. and Cobby
Ware of Georgia was the individual
winner. This year the team title should
go either to Georgia or to the University of

Houston.

Badminton:
The chances of three fraterr
the intramural sports trophy
pend on the badminton i

i

for

i

The Phi Delt

entry,

freshman Joe

Owens, reached the finals without a
loss and beat last year's winner, Ben
Smith, for the singles title. Smith is
a Phi

Gam.

Doubles play began Thursday, April
PGD is the defending champion,

27.

but victory

is

also in the eyes of the

ATO, KA, and PDT

entries.

have forfeited to the
Kappa Sigs, and Phi Delta Theta beat
Alpha Tau Omega.
So

far the Betas

Oldham Theatre
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

TOMBOY AND THEE CHAMP

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL
THE ANGEL WORE RED

WALT

DISNEY'S

DUMBO

-

SEWANF.H PURPLE,

MAY

3,

1961
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DON

the United States joned th
First World War during Sewanee'
annual spring weekend of 1917. the 187
boys enrolled on the Mountain
t

first

things

first

— the party weekend

Ihen the war. But in the following days
students demonstrated their

the

2lcat>cmtra

GRIFFIS
Probably the most well known mili
Sewanee was th
Sewanee Ambulance Unit. It was com
tary representation of

prised of 46 men who enlisted durin]
Commencement on June 6, 1917. Gen
eral Wood came up to speak, to receivi

an honorary degree, and

to see

them

on the train. They went to Allentown, Pa., on June 14 for training and
then sailed in August for France and
off

"Why

stand we here idle?" demanded the Purple; and this was the spirit
of

all.

Many

calls

— the

old chivalry,

the vigor of youth, the great adventure

— made

the boys eager to get out and

do their part. Not for them was the
advice from their professors and relatives to wait and find out the needs of
the Government.

The Student Battalion was formed.
This organization grew out of a mass
meeting held in Sigma Epsilon Hall
and attended by all the students plus a

duty on the Western Front. Once there
they were attached to the 42nd division
of the French Army on the French sector near Lorraine.
They took part in
the many day-to-day fights as well as
the major battles: the Somme, Chateau Thierry, and No Man's Land near
Nancy. In these actions they were noted for their efficiency and bravery and
were awarded a" divisional citation on
October 12, 1917. Three of the Unit's

Major MacKellar was Sewanee members also received the
invited to command the battalion, and Croix de Guerre.
an advisory board of students was apThis unit was not the sole represenpointed.
There were men enough to tative of the University, however. Seconstitute two companies with Woodall wanee had 819 of its graduates and stuand Means serving as their captains, dents in the service, and 16 died. Inorder drill began the following deed, at one time in 1918 so many stund later hikes and skirmishes in lents were enlisting that the school
the woods. The program was endorsed
dministration
feared that Sewanee
bj the faculty and credit was given
night close. Some of the more illusrious wartime Sewanee alumni includWhen the draft age was lowered to 18 d the personal physician to President
on August 5. 1918, the Student Bat- Wilson, the United States Surgeon Gentalion was incorporated into the Stual, and the Senate Majority Leader.
dents' Army Training Corps founded at
As Vice-Chancellor Knight so aptly
Sewanee by the Government, The SATC observed in 1918: "It is doubtful that
was formed to meet the immediate deny other college in the land has furmand for officer material and was simished so large a proportion; and we
ilar to the ROTC programs of today
might have furnished many more but
The University even made drilling and for the wise age limit fixed by our govmilitary discipline compulsory for all ernment. Surely we are offering of our
students under 18.
jewels to the cause."
few professors.

Tic of gflies
By

TED STICKNEV

Wednesday, Separate Tables ***

An

summer

English hotel,

relation

of

the

respective

But

most of
problems are solved and they live
happily ever after.

member

United States as a

group picked by the State De-

Now

partment,

duties expect

of a

him

in

and he must return.
While here, Signor Fieschi has done
much to improve our Fine Arts Department. Although the most obvious
changes are in the physical aspects of
the department the addition of faciliItaly

—

for photography, etching,

ties

—other

chitecture

important

and

ar-

changes

have been made, Signor Fieschi feels
that the department should emphasize
the theoretical rather than the studio
lurses since the University is primaria

liberal

inded

arts

He

scrool.

part

this

of

has exdepartment

the

irrespondingly, adding an art appreciion course and lengthening the his-

Another important addition to the
Mountain by Signor Fieschi has been
rt gallery, which was not in opethis

i

It

year because of lack of
appears that this will be

Forestry Dept. Will Stock
Deer,, Fish

Mountain With

reserved for a museum.
Signor Fieschi's specialties are frescoes and mosaics. When he returns to
ig

is

Italy this year,

frescoes

in

he plans to do work on

buildings under construe

in the end, a la fairy tale,

The Forestry Department, under the stock the mountain broke down somedirection of Dr. Charles Edward Ches- where between Sewanee and Nashville,
Wind" *•••••*•
Since this came out in 1939 there are ton, has recently initiated a project that and there are no details at present on
I have seen this picture and found
no reviews available. I have read the will be of great interest to the outdoor what happened to the deer. There
that it is good. It is taken from a longbook and if the movie is anything like sports enthusiasts at Sewanee. There should be more definite information on
popular play by Terence Ratigan.
the advancement of this project about
is a plan underway to stock the mounhe book it is excellent.
the middle of May.
tain with deer.
Friday:
Foxhole
Owl Flick Friday: North by NorthThere is also a program underway
Cairo*

Sunday and Tuesday: Gone With

their

the

I

This

is

their

story

a

Rommel and

Field

of

These deer will be allowed to multifor the stocking of fish.
This will be
and it is estimated that in about
done mostly in Lake O'Donnell. The
two years there may be open season
fish will consist of crappie, brim and a
few bass.
Approximately the same procedure
will be carried out here as in Tracy
'
City a few years back. After the stock(a I'll Find It At

Marshal
and
and

with

the

British

hunting on the deer.

Howard MosThe Cat and the Mice. One of

a true story taken from

ly's novel,

the catch phrases

"She danced for

is

AFROTC

ing of the deer a census will be taken

by the game warden of the number of
AFROTC c'oes and bucks. If there is an overannounced today by
abundance of does, there may be an
Commandant Patton. Leader thus far
open season on them as well as bucks.
is Joseph Trimble with sixteen demerThese plans, however, have met
its,
followed closely by (name withStandings of cadets in the

program

VARNELL
CHEVROLET

COMPANY

were

with fourteen. This is four with misfortune. The truck with a load
than the next highest cadet. of a dozen deer that were to be used to
Trimble told a Purple reporter that he

owed
filling

mi

of

—
—

Ly an understanding of the need of
tempering our lives with the beauty
£:nd truth found in art.

!

la

"Co

;

ful-

is

also

Sewanee

Gulf Service
General Repair Service

LY

8-5240

Supply Store

dvrar e. Paints, Appliances
Most Interesting Store"

Hamilton
Shop

////.

Shop At

MONTEAGLE
SUPER MARKET
Cowan Furniture
Company

MOTOR

MART

i

P. S. Brooks Co.
Pittsburgh Paints
Men's Furnishings

like
I

to trade says

Allan-

love to trade says Lee."

Allan Shook— Lee Hall

8-5362

Sewanee, Tennessee

"For All the Student

can be

& Char lie's

i

LY

Supply

Good Food

at

Cowan Cafe

Store

SEWAAEE

This

this weekend. Cadets try
demerits during the year for the
coveted OUT awards given.

TENNESS

Mvmity

certain flag duties.

day in the ROTC.
(Name withheld) could not be reached

BAKER'S CAFE

ideals of the University

Electric

his success to a block of ten de-

the record for one

at

WANEE

Mu-

B& C

held)

more

Eat

The

furthered by increased use of that
which Signor Fieschi is leaving the
additional courses, the art gallery and

ply,

his chief spy in Africa

episodes

Jewish intelligence. Of course there is
a female spy working for Rommel, This
is

came

Fieschi

to the

changed since part of the Guerry Build-

Chart

is a musical comedy that probanot much. Molly Bee runs awa>
milium. nre hobo.

weak-

nesses and strengths of the characters.

l-H-SCHI

select

y.

Saturday and Monday:

people, has a

Gianetto

1958

tourist at-

haven for "genteel"
wide assortment of guests,
all of whom have problems. The characterization is good and there is a skilltraction but winter

ful

t.lANNHTTO
In

1

,

Nads"

4%
W>

CLARK, President
ROSS SEWELL, Vice-President

TUBBY'S

Bar-B-Q

H. E.

J. F.

Your

MERRITT,

JR., Cashier

Steaks
|

|

Pizza
Sea Food
-

Business Appreciated'

MONTEAGLE

TENNESSEE

